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Abstract. We predict the quantitative lifetime differ- 
ences of weakly decaying charmed baryons which ar- 
ise due to preasymptotic bound state effects. These 
predictions are to a large extent model independent. 
We also give and compare detailed quantitative esti- 
mates obtained in a nonrelativistic quark model and 
in a bag model. Finally, we show how the various 
nonspectator effects can be separated and determined 
phenomenologically, once the lifetime of charmed 
baryons are measured with sufficient accuracy. 

I. Introduction 

The differing lifetimes of weakly decaying charmed 
particles have attracted considerable attention be- 
cause of the possibility to study strong interaction 
effects governed by short and long distance dynamics. 
In the past, most efforts have been devoted to the 
lifetimes of charmed mesons, specifically to the ratio 
of the D + and D o lifetimes, which experimentally 
amounts to z(D+)/z(D~ [1]. On the 
theory side, two main mechanisms have been sug- 
gested to account for the observed lifetime difference, 
light quark interference [2] and W-exchange (annihi- 
lation in the case of the D + (former F+)) [3]. The 
interference mechanism is based on the fact that the 
final state resulting from D + decay contains two d 
quarks, one being the light constituent of the D +, 
the other one emerging from the decay of the charm 
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quark c~ sud .  The interference of these identical 
quark flavors due to the Pauli principle lengthens the 
lifetime of the D + with respect to the D ~ On the 
other hand, the W-exchange process cO ~ sd is only 
operative in D o decay shortening the lifetime of the 
D o with respect to the D +. In contrast to the main 
spectator decay both of the above effects are con- 
trolled by the D wave functions, a quantity which 
is not very well known, at least not from first QCD 
principles. This makes quantitative estimates of the 
lifetime differences difficult and uncertain. 

Straightforward quark model estimates [4] indi- 
cate a sizeable interference effect but give a totally 
negligible effect from W-exchange, the latter process 
being suppressed not only by the D-meson wave func- 
tion but also by a small short-distance factor and 
most importantly by helicity conservation. From in- 
terference alone one then typically arrives at ~(D+)/ 
z(D ~ ~ 1.3 and, thus, fails to explain the experimental 
lifetime ratio quantitatively. Keeping only the leading 
contribution in the expansion of the nonleptonic de- 
cay rates in powers of 1/N~, Nc being the number of 
color degrees of freedom, improves [5] the theoretical 
lifetime ratio to z(D+)/z(D~ 1.6. This procedure [5, 
6] is suggested by theoretical consistency arguments 
and by an analysis [5, 7] of nonleptonic two-body 
decays. As far as the W-exchange contribution is con- 
cerned it has been argued [3] that the helicity sup- 
pression (and partly also the color suppression) may 
be lifted by soft gluon radiation. Unfortunately a 
quantitative estimate [4] of the gluon enhancement 
is even more difficult than estimates of the corre- 
sponding plain valence quark processes leaving the 
lifetime question numerically unsolved. Some earlier 
calculations claiming a sizeable or even dominant de- 
cay rate via W-exchange used very large D wave func- 
tions corresponding to a decay constant )co 

50(~700 MeV which is now excluded by the recent 
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MARK III bound [8], fD<340 MeV. Fortunately, 
MARK III has also measured the branching ratios 
of about 15 exclusive D decay modes [9]. These data 
indicate that the nonleptonic two-body decays (in- 
cluding resonances) actually constitute a large frac- 
tion of the nonleptonic D decays. A detailed theoreti- 
cal analysis of two body decays in the framework 
of quark models [7] supplemented by 1/N~ expansion 
[5] and QCD sum rules [10] has lead to an internally 
consistent and quantitatively fair description of the 
experimental results. Important for the present discus- 
sion are the implications of this work [11] on the 
D-meson lifetime question: the observed D § - D  O life- 
time different is dominantly due to quark interference 
enforced by about 20% W-exchange contribution. 
Needless to say, it would be very interesting to have 
further tests of this conclusion. There are two possible 
places, the D [ and the charmed baryon system. In 
this paper we analyse the latter. 

We are considering baryons with one charmed 
quark and two light quarks (u, d, or s). Four of these 
baryons decay weakly: the A~ + with the quark content 
(cdu), the ~+ (former A +) and the ~c~'~ (former A ~ 
with the quark contents (csu) and (csd), respectively, 
and the 0 ~ (former T ~ with the quark content (css). 
Experimentally not very much is known about these 
states. In particular, only two lifetimes are measured: 

A+ ( + 0 . 5 )  ~( c ) =  1.9_0. 3 x10 -13s [1 ]  
(1) 

=+ ( + 2 . 9 )  
z (~c)=  4.8_1.8 x l 0  -13s[12] .  

Although the experimental errors are still large the 
above results indicate that the lifetimes of A + and 
E + differ as expected if preasymptotic effects are im- 
portant. The mechanisms responsible for the latter 
are again quark interference and eventually W-ex- 
change. Annihilation into a virtual W is not possible 
because of the absence of antiquarks in baryon bound 
state. The essential difference to the meson case, how- 
ever, lies in the fact that, W-exchange among valence 
quarks of baryons is neither helicity nor color sup- 
pressed and should therefore, lead to much more pro- 
nounced effects. More specifically, the relevance of 
W-exchange does not depend on soft gluon enhance- 
ment, the crucial question in charmed meson decays. 
Here, soft gluon radiation is a mere correction to 
the pure valence quark process. In this sense, the pre- 
asymptotic effects in charmed baryon decays are 
cleaner and calculable more reliably then in the case 
of charmed mesons. Another advantage is the possi- 
bility to study the influence of interference and W- 
exchange on the lifetimes of four states. Because of 
the different quark structure of these states, interfer- 

ence and W-exchange contribute in different combi- 
nations and with different strengths. Thus it is rela- 
tively easy to disentangle and determine the individ- 
ual contributions, once sufficiently accurate data be- 
come available. The importance of such information 
for the understanding of the D and Ds lifetime differ- 
ences is obvious. Although experimentally a very diffi- 
cult task, it would be a pity not to exploit the favor- 
able theoretical circumstances offered by the weak 
decays of charmed baryons. 

In this paper we shall present detailed theoretical 
expectations on the A~ +, S~ +'~ and f2 ~ lifetimes. The 
case of the A~ + has been treated earlier in the literature 
[6, 13]. Here, we extend these investigations to the 
other charmed baryons and develop the qualitative 
lifetime pattern in an essentially model independent 
way. We also give quantitative estimates using nonre- 
lativistic and relativistic quark models and discuss 
the uncertainties. Furthermore we describe how to 
isolate the W-exchange and interference effects and 
determine their size phenomenologically, once the 
lifetimes are measured. Some results of our investiga- 
tions have already been presented at the Heidelberg 
Workshop [14] and the Berkeley Conference [11]. 
Here we give a full account of our work. 

The paper is organized as follows: in Sect. II we 
give the basics and develop the formalism. In Sect. 
III we present and discuss the qualitative predictions 
on the lifetime difference. These results are comple- 
mented in Sect. IV by quantitative estimates. Section 
V then gives a brief summary. 

II. Preasymptotic Effects in Inclusive Decays 

The starting point of our work is the effective weak 
Hamiltonian provided by the standard SU(3) 
x SU(2) x U(1) model of electroweak and strong in- 

teractions. It follows from the Wilson short distance 
expansion of the product of weak currents and takes 
into account the QCD corrections to the bare effective 
Hamiltonian. In the usual form, the nonleptonic piece 
reads [15] 

o~ef f =]//-2G F Ugl3 c U{~q2 I t_  (~ _ -It- C+ (9 +3 (2) 

where (9_+ are local 4-quark operators 

(~ __. = (qlL ])# q 20  (qaL 7 u CL) -t'- ({t3L 7t* q2L) (41L 7 u CL) (3) 

with qL 7u qL =�89 qYu(1-75) q, and Uq,qu are elements 
of the Kobayashi-Maskawa mixing matrix. The coef- 
ficients c+ are the QCD corrected Wilson coefficients 
in leading logarithmic approximation given by 

c+_ tl.t ) = ~ ]  �9 (4) 
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Here, o~s(Q2)=4rc/bln(Q2/A 2) is the running QCD 
coupling constant with b depending on the number 
of colors (%) and on the number of effective flavors 
(~:) 

b =1 ( 1 1 % -  2ny). (5) 

Finally, the quantities d_ = - 2 d +  = 8 are proportion- 
al to the anomalous dimensions of the operators (9_ 
and Co+, which are calculated by inserting the opera- 
tors in all relevant irreducible Green's functions. The 
dependence of c + on the subtraction point p accord- 
ing to (4) should cancel with the corresponding #- 
dependence of the matrix element of the operators 
(9+ in order to yield #-independent physical ampli- 
tudes. Unfortunately, ((9+)(#) cannot be calculated 
from first principles of QCD at present, because of 
the lack of knowledge of the true QCD wave func- 
tions. Thus, our results will depend on #. The usual 
choice is g'-" 0 (me). 

Using (2) the general expression of the total had- 
tonic decay rate of a charmed baryon B is given by 

h a d  1 
F ( B ) = ~  Im (Bli S d4xT(~eff(x) Je~etee (0))IB). (6) 

q3 

[m <B[{ -" a / / " ~  -" }IB--i- 
ql {a} 
q3 

ql 
(hi 

q3 

'm'"'{ 
ql ql 

dec 

{c) ql 

q3 q3 
Id) 

Fig. 1 a~l. Contributions to nonleptonic decay rates of charmed bar- 
yons arising from the operator (41 qa) (43 c). a c-quark decay, b W- 
exchange, c destructive interference, d constructive interference 

In order to estimate the absorptive part of the matrix 
element on the rhs of (6) one invokes quark-hadron 
duality. This means that above some threshold ener- 
gy, one represents the physical intermediate states in 
(6) by quarks instead of physical hadrons. The quark- 
hadron duality has been proven to work for a variety 
of processes in the framework of QCD sum rules [16]. 
Moreover, the duality holds even at surprisingly low 

2 Therefore one can expect duality scales, of order mo. 
to work also in charmed baryon and meson decays, 
where the typical scale is of order ~ 1.5 GeV (the 
charm quark mass). Asymptotically, i.e. for sufficient- 
ly heavy quarks, the duality picture implies equal to- 
tal decay rates and lifetimes for all weakly decaying 
particles carrying the heavy flavor in question. This 
cannot really be expected in the charm case due to 
the moderate value of the charm quark mass. Indeed 
the experimental lifetimes of charmed mesons and 
baryons are different indicating clearly the impor- 
tance of preasymptotic effects. These effects can readi- 
ly be estimated following the approach of [6]. 

The calculation is particularly straightforward in 
coordinate space. Performing the Wick contractions 
in the T-product of (6) one obtains 

i) a term with the light quarks qx, qz and q3 con- 
tracted (Fig. 1 a): it corresponds to the c-quark decay 
contribution, 

ii) three terms with only two contractions and one 
normal-ordered product of uncontracted fields (Fig. 

1 b, c, d): they correspond to W-exchange (Fig. 1 b) 
and quark interference (Fig. 1 c, d) contributions. 

The normal-ordered product: q~=: ]B) (e=2, 1, 
3 in Fig. 1 b, c, d respectively) vanishes if the wave 
function of the charmed baryon does not carry the 
flavor q,. In that case, the baryon decays only through 
the "spectator mechanism", i.e. 

c-~ql gh qa. (7a) 

On the other hand if the quark flavors ql and/or 
q3 are present in the charmed baryon wave function 
they interfere with the corresponding flavors in the 
final state of (7) (Fig. 1 c, d). The interference effects 
are in principle different for ql and q3 quarks. Trivial- 
ly, no interference is associated with the quark flavor 
q2 since there is no valence 42-antiquark in a baryon. 
However, in the crossing process 

Cq2 - + q l  q3, (7b) 

depicted in Fig. l b, the q2 flavor, if present in the 
baryon wave function, plays an active role, giving rise 
to baryon decay via W-exchange. 

The explicit evaluation of the rate (6) has been 
performed in coordinate space, using the technique 
of [17]. One encounters two types of integrals 

1 
I =Sd4xe ip'~ (x2). ,  
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Iuv = ~ d4 xeip.x X. X v 
.(X2) " " 

Both integrals can be computed from the general for- 
mula 

r? (p2),- 2 
~ d4xeiV'~(xl2~= i ( - - f  22,_4F(n ) r(n--  1) 

�9 ln (--p2--itl). (9) 

Taking the imaginary part of the integral one readily 
obtains the following general expressions for the c- 
quark decay, W-exchange and interference contribu- 
tions to the nonleptonic decay rates; 

G 2 . 5 ~ M  B Fd~(B)-~9~-3- ~rnc r +c2_ ) <BIg(l_75)cIB> 

- -  2 2 1 2 2 E 
C ~xr (B)q~ - GF4nm~ ~ ~ (B[ (c + + c _) (6 . c q2 Fu qa) 

2 2 =i F j - j  # i +(c+--c_)(c ~c q2V q2)lB> 

16n 2M~ (BI(c+ +c-)2(6F"cqlF"ql 

-~ 2 6 7 .  75 C q l  F" ql) 
+ ( 5 d  +c~- - 6 c +  c_)(6%dq]r"qi  

+ ~ 6~7. 7s d ql r" qi) IN> 

- 
FintlR ~ __ GF me 

+ ~Jq~ 16n 2M~ <BI (c+ - c_)2(gF, cq3 rUq3 

+2 67.7~ cq3 r"q3)+(5c2+ +c 2- 

+6c+ c_)(6'g d q~r"q~3 
+2 g~y, 75 d (l~Y" q~)[B>. (10) 

In the above, F,--yu(1-75), i,j are color indices and 
the subscripts q~ denote the uncontracted quark fields 
according to Figs. I b, c, d. The factor ~ is given by 

= IG..I ~ l%,~.1 ~. (11) 

As already mentioned one generally obtains two dif- 
ferent interference contributions, a destructive one 
(Fi_ nt in (10)) and a constructive o n e  (/-i~t in (10)). This 
is quickly demonstrated. Since the baryon wave func- 
tion is antisymmetric in color the second matrix ele- 
ments in the expressions for F ~ h  and F int reduce 
to the first ones with a minus sign yielding 

2 2 
GF m~ ~ c2////q~ (B) 

r~'~r 2re 

2 G2m~ 
rin-'(B)q~ - 4n - - ~ c + ( 2 c _ - c + ) J g q ~ ( B )  (12) 

2 2 GF mc i n t  
r + (B)q~ 4n - - -  ~c+ (2c_ + c . ) , ~ ( B )  

where 

J / lq~(B)=~M (B 1 6F, cGFUq~IB>, c~=2 (13a) 

1 
J//q.(B)=~M~ B <B] 6F. cGr.q~ 

+267, TscGFZq~lB) a = l ,  3. (13b) 

The subscript q~ in Jgq. again denotes the quark flavor 
matching a light quark in the baryon wave function. 
The second term in (13b) vanishes except in the case 
of f2 ~ The matrix elements ~ = ( B )  measure the 
strength of the "nonspectator" effects and are to be 
evaluated in ones favorite quark model. Before we 
do that, we want to discuss more generally the rela- 
tions obtained. 

It is clear from (10) and (12) that the quark decay 
rates F d~ scale like m 5 whereas the nonspectator ef- 
fects represented by F r162 and flint, scale like m~. 
Therefore, numerical calculations are quite sensitive 
to the specific value of m~ used. As a reasonable 
choice, we take m~ ~ 1.6 GeV corresponding to the ef- 
fective value of the charmed quark mass in the baryon 
bound state. Furthermore, preasymptotic effects in 
charmed baryon and meson decays are closely relat- 
ed. Most interesting is the relation between the ex- 
change diagram in A~ + decay (Fig. lb) and the inter- 
ference diagram in D+-decay. Basically, the interfer- 
ence diagram in D + decay is the exchange diagram 
Fig. l b with the d-quarks crossed. The only differ- 
ences occur in the short distance factors and the wave 
functions. Since meson and baryon wave functions 
are similar in order of magnitude one sees that large 
exchange contributions to baryon decays imply large 
interference effects in meson decays and vice versa. 
Finally, the ratios of interference to exchange contri- 
butions are given by 

r~(B)q, c+ (2c_ - c + )  J/da~ (B) 
rexo~ (S)~ 2 = 2c 2_ ~q2(B) 

(14) 
Fint tB ~ C+ (2c_ +c+) ~q3(B) 

+ ~' / q 3  

2c 2 _ dg'~: (B) /.exch (N t - -  
"-- /q2 

while 

Ir?'(B)q3] 2 c _ + c +  Jgq3(B) 
~ -  - - -  J/{q, (B) I _(Ub, I 2c_-c+ 

(15) 

These ratios are free of the uncertainties due to rnc 
and depend only little on the specific quark model 
used in the calculation of Jr Modulo SU(3) 
breaking, d/q~ / J/Cqj = 1 in a nonrelativistic model, ex- 
cept one of the baryons is the O ~ As discussed later, 
Qo contains an additional numerical factor which ar- 
ises from spin statistics later. Also, the uncertainties 
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in the short distance QCD factors due to the uncer- 
tain value of the scale # in the coefficients c + (#), (4) 
are relatively moderate. Furthermore, the signs in (14) 
are unambiguously fixed, since c_ >c+ > 0  for any 
#. For  the same reason IF~2~[ is always larger than 
[F~t], as can be seen from (15). These important facts 
enable us to predict the qualitative lifetime pattern 
of charmed baryons with high confidence. 

III. Qualitative Lifetime Pattern of Charmed Baryons 

It is sufficient to consider only the Cabibbo favored 
decays. In this case, one has qa =u,  qz =d,  q3 = s  in 
the equations of the last section and 

= I U.dl 2 I~cl  2 ~ c o s  ~ 0~ (16) 

in (10) and (12), specifically. The nonleptonic decay 
rates for A) (c ud), .~+ (cus), Y.~ and ~~ are 
then given by 

FNL (A +) = F dee (Ac +) + F exch (A+)a + Fint(A+)u 

~ k ~ c  ] ~  -- k ~ c  ]u ~ + I ,~c  Is  
(17) 

r ~  ( s  ~ ) = r ~eo ( s  ~ + ~oxo~ ~ o ~  • ~ ~  
- -  ~ c ] d ~ +  ~ c J s  

FNL (oO)= Fdec (o0) + y ) i n t  ( O c  

From the ratios given in (14) and using c+ ~0.74, 
c_~1 .8  (corresponding to Aoco~250 MeV, N~=3, 
n I = 4 in (4)) one estimates, further, 

F e x c h . / ~ i n t  . flint . - + .  _ - ~ 1 : 0 . 5 : - 0 . 3  (18) 

modulo SU(3) breaking (and a spin factor in the case 
of ~o). Consequently, we expect the uniform lifetimes 
due to the c-quark decay mechanism (Fig. 1 a) 

~ 0  + 0 ~ +  z(-~)~--z(A c )~-z(O,)~-z(-~ ) (19) 

to be altered by the W-exchange contributions (Fig. 
lb) to 

( z  ~ ) ~- �9 ( A 2 ) < ~ (a ~ ~- �9 ( s  : ) (20) 

and further modified by the light quark interference 
effects (Fig. i c, d) to 

z (~o) < z(A +) < z (~+). (21) 

The ~o lifetime needs some extra considerations for 
the following reason. Because of the presence of two 
s-quarks in the Oo (as opposed to one s-quark in 
the ~+ and ~o) which interfere with the s-quark pro- 
duced when the c-quark decays, one quite generally 
expects F~nt (Q O) > F~nt (~ + or ~o). In fact, a nonrelativ- 
istic quark model gives 

r+int ( o o  ~ 10 " ,-c ,, = ~- F),t (E+. o), (22) 

where the numerical factor arises simply from the spin 
wave function as shown later. Using again (18) one 
thus finds in total 

0 ~ 0  + "c(Q~)~z(~)<z(A c ) < z(S~+). (23) 

It is also interesting to note that without short-dis- 
tance QCD corrections, that is for c+ =c_  =1, one 
would have F*~h: F~_nt: F~t= 1 : 3 / 2 : -  1/2 and 

z (O ~ < z (Z ~ < z (S +) < z (A +). (24) 

Thus we see that the lifetime differences of the 
weakly decaying charmed baryons are characteristic 
for both the preasymptotic effects due to W-exchange 
and light quark interferences, and the hard gluon 
modifications of the effective weak Hamiltonian. The 
lifetime pattern exhibited in (23) is largely indepen- 
dent of details of the baryonic wave functions. There- 
fore, a fairly accurate lifetime measurement would al- 
low a practically model-independent test of the dy- 
namics of weak decays at preasymptotic scales. Such 
a test would certainly help to resolve the uncertainties 
in the explanation of the lifetime differences of the 
charmed mesons (D +, D ~ D~+). 

The remaining questions then concern the size of 
the lifetime differences of charmed baryons and abso- 
lute lifetime predictions. Obviously, the answers will 
depend on the quark model used to calculate the bar- 
yonic wave functions and on the choice of other pa- 
rameters such as me, #, etc. Our quantitative estimates 
are put together in the next section. 

IV. Absolute and Relative Lifetime Estimates 
in Quark Models 

In (10) we have expressed the various contributions 
to the non-leptonic decay rates in terms of the matrix 
elements d/q~(B) defined in (13) and the matrix ele- 
ment 

1 
~4 (B) = ~ (BI 6(1 - 75) c IB). (25) 

First we proceed to calculate the above matrix ele- 
ments in a bag model*. Although calculated in the 
bag, the results are generally valid for any quark mod- 
el with large (u) and small (v) components of the 
quark-wave functions. The standard procedure leads 
to 

~(B)=~d3r(u2-vz~) for all baryons 

d//q~(B)=aq +bq~, for B=A+, ~c~+, ~c~~ (26) 
0 2 Jg~(Q~)-~ (15as + 7bs+ 16c~). 

* A s imi la r  c a l c u l a t i o n  has  been  p e r f o r m e d  ear l ie r  in o r d e r  to  esti- 
m a t e  the  in te r ference  effect in D + d e c a y  [18 ]  
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Here a, b, and c are the following bag integrals 

aq = ~ d 3 r (u~ (r) u~ (r) § v~ (r) v~ (r)) 

bq = ~ d 3 r (u 2 (r) v g (r) + v2c (r) u 2 (r)) (27) 

cq = I d3 r(u~(r) Uq(r) v~(r) vq(r)) 

where Uq(r) and/3q(r) denote the large and small com- 
ponents of a particular radial quark wave function, 
respectively. 

In the nonrelativistic (NR) limit, the small compo-  
nents vanish and (27) reduces to 

aq -~ I d3 r u 2 (r) u 2 (r) = l O~q (0)12 
(28) 

b q ~ 0 ,  cq--* 0, 

where 0 (0) is the baryon wave function at the origin. 
The matrix elements (26) now become rather simple: 

~ B ) =  1 for all baryons 

~/~q (B)= lOce(0)] 2 for B =  A~ +, E+, ~=~ (29) 
0 1 0  ~(o~)-z-10~(0)12. 

The first relations in (10) and (29) constitute the basis 
of the well-known spectator model of weak decays 
of heavy-flavored hadrons:  every reference to hadron-  
ic bound states has disappeared. The last relation in 
(29) explains (22). 

Using the above results we are now in a position 
to give and compare  quantitative predictions of rela- 
tivistic and nonrelativistic quark models. F rom the 
above formulas one would naively expect the relativ- 
istic description to lead to larger matrix elements 
d/lq~(B) then the nonrelativistic one. However, it is 
well-known from the physics of nonleptonic hyperon 
decays [19] that nonrelativistic approach (potential 
models, oscillator models) gives larger matrix ele- 
ments than relativistic bag models. This inconsistency 
is presently not resolved. Bag-model wave functions 
describe correctly the parity-violating amplitudes A p~ 
of hyperons, however, fail in the case of the parity- 
conserving amplitudes B p~ which come out too small 
by a factor 2. The discrepancy with experiment is 
believed to be explained by contributions tt3 B p~ com- 
ing from 1/2 + baryon resonances. On the other hand, 
the larger nonrelativisfic wave functions lead to too 
big A p€ but correct B p~. Here, agreement with experi- 
ment is achieved by introducing 1/2- and 3/2 + reso-  
nance poles. At present, there are no compelling theo- 
retical arguments in favor of any of these two schemes. 

In the following, we shall adopt  a bag model 1-20] 
that leads to a reasonable description of hyperon 
masses and decays [20, 21], keeping in mind that 
it may underestimate the preasymptotic  effects in 
charmed baryon decays. The relevant bag parameters  
are m~,e=0, m, =0.279 GeV, m~= 1.551 GeV, and the 
bag radii: R(A~+)=4.63 GeV -1, R ( ~ f ) = R ( S  ~ 

Table 1. Contributions to the nonleptonic decay rates [in units of 
10-~2 GeV] of charmed baryons and lifetimes in a relativistic bag 
model. The results are obtained with m~=l.6 GeV, c+ =0.74, c_ 
= 1.8 and the bag parameters given in the text 

V dee V exeh Fin t Vi~ t FNL r t~ z (s) 

A~ + 0.98 0.55 --0.18 0 1.35 1.8 3.7 x 10- i3 
~'+ 0.98 0 --0.19 0.36 1.15 1.5 4.4 x 10 -13 
~o 0.98 0.57 0 036 t.9i 2.3 2.8 x 10-I3 ~ c  

O ~ 0.98 0 0 0.92 1.90 2.3 2.8 x 10 -~a 

=4.58 GeV -1 and R(O~ GeV -1. These yield 
the following values for the integrals in (26) and (27): 

~ ( B ) = 0 . 9 4  (30) 

au, e(A~+)=2.61 x 10 .3  GeV 3 

b,,a(A~+)=0.47 x 10 .3  GeV 3 

a t~'+'~ x 10 .3 GeV 3 
u , d ~ . ~ c  " ] 

b ~ + ' ~  10 .3  GeV 3 u ,  d l . ~ c  } 

as(S+, o) = 3.64 x 10 .3 GeV 3 (31) 

b~(~+'~ x 10 -3 GeV 3 

a,(O~ x 10 -3 GeV 3 

bs(~2 ~ = 0.27 x 10- 3 GeV 3 

c,(O~ x 10 .3  GeV 3. 

For  the matrix elements of (26), one then obtains nu- 
merically 

J/Q d (A~ +) = 3.08 x 10 - 3 GeV 3 

~ '+ ,~  x 10 .3 GeV 3 u ,  d l . ~ c  ) - -  (32) 
Jr176 x 10 -3 GeV 3 

Jr176 = 10.28 • 10 -3 GeV 3. 

Note  the relatively large flavor symmetry violation 
in ~s (Z+) .  The enhancement of d//s(f2 ~ is mainly due 
to the presence of two valence s-quarks as pointed 
out earlier. The numerical results on the nonleptonic 
decay rates calculated from (10) or (12) are summa- 
rized in Table 1. Also shown are the total decay rates 
and the corresponding absolute lifetimes. The latter 
estimates include a nominal  semileptonic width FsL ~-- 
0.4x 10 -12 GeV which corresponds to a 2 x  15% 
semileptonic branching ratio from the spectator 
mechanism alone. For  the lifetime ratios one then 
finds 

z(O~176 (33) 

In the nonrelativistic case (29), the matrix elements 
~r are directly determined by the baryon wave 
functions 

t0~q (0)I;  ~ ( B [  6 3 ( r ~ -  ( r q ) I B )  ( 3 4 )  
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Table 2. Con t r i bu t i ons  to the non lep ton ic  decay rates  [ in  uni ts  of 
10 -12 GeV]  and  lifetimes in a nonre la t iv i s t ic  q u a r k  model .  The  
results  are ob ta ined  wi th  m ~ = l . 6 G e V ,  c + = 0 . 7 4 ,  c _ = 1 . 8  and  
I~b (0)[ 2 -~ 10-  2 GeV a 

Fdee Fexeh Fin_t r i~  FN L /-tot Z (S) 

A~ + 1.04 1.98 --0.65 0 2.37 2.8 2.3 x 10-x3 
~+ 1.04 0 --0.65 0.98 1.37 1.8 3.7 x 10-13 
=o 1.04 1.98 0 0.98 4.00 4.4 1.5 x 10-13 ~c 
~2 ~ 1.04 0 0 3.26 4.30 4.7 1.4 x 10 13 

which essentially measure the overlap of the charmed 
quark with one of the light constituent quarks. A 
reasonable estimate of 10~q(0)[ z can be obtained from 
the hyperfine splitting in the charmed baryon system. 
For example, [22] 

16 m~ - m.  
AM=Ms+ --MA+ = ~ Z ~  s 2 1@~2(0)1 z, (35) 

c c m u  m c  

yields 

10~.~(0)12 _~ 10 - 2  GeV 3, (36) 

if AM~170MeV, mr GeV, m,=340MeV and 
e,(rn2)= 0.4 is used. The uncertainty entering through 
the effective QCD coupling constant c~ s and the qua- 
dratic dependence on the constituent mass m, can 
be reduced at the cost of introducing the D-meson 
wave function (Cortes and Sanchez-Guillen, [13]) 

W/Ac (O)l 2 2m. Mx+-MA+ 
~ (37) 

14'~ mD.-mo 

Using 1~~ 1~12roof 2 and, for example, the ex- 
perimental upper limit [-8], fo < 340 MeV one repro- 
duces the value (36), while the QCD sum rule estimate 
[23] fD= 170 MeV gives ]0A~(0)[2=2.5 X 10 -3 GeV 3. 
Table 2 displays the numerical results on the various 
widths and lifetimes using (36) for all baryons thereby 
neglecting flavor symmetry violation effects*. The 
corresponding lifetime ratios are 

z(g2~176 (38) 

As expected and exemplified by (28) and (38) the 
uncertainty in the quantitative predictions on the rel- 
ative lifetimes is considerable. This is even more true 
for the absolute lifetime estimates listed in Tables 1 
and 2, which are at most reliable within a factor 1.5-2. 
Some reassurance comes from the rough agreement 
of our inclusive results with the lifetime ratios emerg- 
ing from semileptonic decays and nonleptonic two- 

* The smal l  difference in F d~ ob ta ined  in the nonre la t iv i s t i c  mode l  
as c o m p a r e d  to the bag  mode l  (see Tab le  1) is due  to the nega t ive  
con t r ibu t ion  of the smal l  c o m p o n e n t s  of the bag  wave  funct ions 
as can  be seen from (26-29) 

body decays alone [24] .  

[2o . ~ o  . + . ~ +  . . . z( ~).'C(~c).z(A c ).z(~c )~--0.7.0.7.1.2. (39) 

V. S u m m a r y  and Conclusions 

We have studied the lifetimes of the weakly decaying 
charmed baryons A+, ~c=+, ~c=~ and O ~ using the effec- 
tive weak Hamiltonian provided by the standard 
gauge model of electroweak and strong interactions, 
and baryon wave functions as described by typical 
quark models of QCD bound states. We have found 
an interesting pattern of lifetime differences of the four 
baryons which arises from light quark interferences 
in the c-quark decay process and from decays via 
W-exchange. 

The qualitative features of this lifetime pattern de- 
pend only on the properties of the effective Hamilton- 
ian, in particular, the QCD modifications, and on the 
color, flavor and spin structure of the baryonic bound 
states. Hence, the hierarchy of lifetimes presented in 
this paper is a very reliable prediction and, given the 
necessary data, allows a clear test of our correct un- 
derstanding of the decay dynamics. The two existing 
lifetime measurements shown in (1) are consistent 
with our expectation and indicate the presence of W- 
exchange in A + decay. If W-exchange were absent 
or negligible one should observe ~ (S+)/z (A +) < 1! 

The quantitative estimates shown in this paper 
are supposed to provide some rough idea of the size 
of the lifetime differences one can expect. Some of 
these estimates are subject to considerable uncertain- 
ties as suggested from the experience in similar quark 
model calculations and as illustrated by the numerical 
differences of our nonrelativistic quark model and bag 
model results. The deviations of the lifetime ratios 
from unity are essentially proportional to I~b(0)[2/m~ 
where ~b (0) denotes the magnitude of the baryon wave 
function at the origin. This clearly reveals the pre- 
asymptotic nature ([~b (0)12/m ff --* 0 for rnc--, oe) and the 
bound state (or nonspectator) origin of the lifetime 
differences, and indicates the main source of quantita- 
tive uncertainties. For example, a 100% error in 
[~b (O)]2/m~ typically translates into a 30% error in the 
lifetime ratios as one can easily convince oneself using 
the formulas and numerical tables provided. Keeping 
the above in mind, it is encouraging to note that the 
ratio 

~(<+) 
= 1.6 (40) z(A +) 

obtained in the nonrelativistic quark model with 
14,(0)12-10 .2 GeV 3 and m c = 1.6 GeV agrees with the 
measured one, 
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,~c,  + 1.7 (41) 
z(A+)-~2-5_ 1.0 

within the, unfortunately large, experimental errors. 
It is also obvious that the theoretical uncertainty in 
the absolute lifetimes is considerably bigger than in 

5 lifetime ratios mainly due to an extra factor mc com- 
ing from the spectator decay rates which set the scale. 
We estimate the computed lifetimes to be reliable 
within a factor 1.5 to 2. Interestingly, the same quark 
model which leads to (40) also predicts 

r ( Z + ) -  3.7 x 10-13 s 

and (42) 

z(A+)-~2.3 • 10 -i3 s 

in agreement with the present data quoted in (1). 
As mentioned in the introduction, the agreement 

between quark model estimates (similar to the ones 
considered in this paper) and experiment on the life- 
time ratio and semileptonic branching ratios of 
charmed mesons improves remarkably if only the 
leading terms in the 1/Nc expansion of the nonleptonic 
contributions are kept [5, 6]. It is an interesting ques- 
tion what happens in the charmed baryon case. How- 
ever, because of the difficulties in applying 1/N~ expan- 
sion methods to baryons [25] we have left this ques- 
tion open. Another point ([26] and Cheng in [13]) 
not considered here are soft gluon effects suggested 
to enhance the helicity suppressed W-exchange (anni- 
hilation) process in D~ + ) decays [3]. This possibili- 
ty is extremely difficult to evaluate theoretically in 
any reliable way. Furthermore, we repeat that in bar- 
yon decays W-exchange is not helicity suppressed. 
Hence, soft gluon effects play the role of (perhaps 
large) corrections to the corresponding valence quark 
processes. 

To conclude, we stress that W-exchange reveals 
itself l~ost clearly in the smallness of the A + and 
~,o lifetimes as compared to the 3~ + lifetime, while 
the interference effects are most noticeable in a sur- 
prisingly small lifetime of the f2 ~ The latter is shifted 
to the lower end of the lifetime hierarchy due to the 
presence of the s-quark constituents which strongly 
interfere with the s-quark produced in the c-quark 
decay. In fact, given accurate lifetime measurements, 
one could separate and determine the preasymptotic 
effects together with the spectator decay rate on pure- 
ly phenomenological grounds as shown below. 
"int  3 r -- + - ~  Lz l (O~176 

f l i n t  3 c -- _ _ ~ LZ i ( f 2 0 ) _  z - 1  ( Z / ) ]  + 47 [~ - 1  ( A  c + ) - -  "17 - 1  (~_~cO)] 
Fexch=�88  1(~20 ) -1  ~0 7 - - _ r  (~c)]+~['c I(A+)--z-I(S+)] 
"to, __5 [z-1(Z+ ) 

s p e c t a t o r  --  2 
T0 -1  + 3 - -]- "C--1 ( - -c)  - -  T, ( A  c )] - ~ z 1 (f2o)] (43) 

tot __ Fdec where/"spectator--/"SL "~- and SU(3) breaking effects 
are neglected. The above relations follow directly 
from the most general of our considerations con- 
densed in (17) and (22). Clearly, such an analysis re- 
quires enormous experimental efforts but it does not 
appear unfeasible in principle. At any rate, it would 
put the theoretical understanding of short-distance 
dynamics (see (14) and (15)) and QCD bound state 
properties (see (26) and (29)) to very stringent tests. 

While preparing this paper for publication we 
have become aware of a recent paper by M.A. Shif- 
man and M.B. Voloshin, preprint ITEP 86-83, who 
arrived at similar conclusion. 
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